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A Survey of the Alumni and Their

Employers to Evaluate the Educational

Program Provided at the California

School for the Deaf, Riverside

THE SCHOOL
The California School for the Deaf is part of the public school system of the

state of California except that it derives no revenue from the State School Fund. It

is one of six special schools under the California Department of Education. It has
for its object the education of the deaf who, because of their severe hearing loss

and educational needs cannot be provided an appropriate educational program
and related services in the regular public schools.

There are two State Residential Schools for the Deaf in the state of California,

one is located in Berkeley and has provided an educational program for the deaf
since 1860, the other is located in Riverside and has been in operation since
February of 1953. The justification for the second school was based on the
tremendous growth in the southern part of the state. At the present time the
residential school in Riverside serves an area which includes all of the eleven
southern counties in California plus the area east of the Sierras which does not
have a direct route to the bay area. The population area served by the school is in

excess of 14,000,000 persons or 62% of the state’s population.

AB-1250 — CHAPTER 59001 SEC. 68

The current mission of this school under Assembly Bill 1250, California’s

Master Plan for Special Education and the State Wide Plan for Educating the
Deaf, is to maintain a comprehensive elementary program, including related
services for deaf children. It also serves as a regional secondary educational
program which provides a comprehensive secondary education including a full

range academic curriculum, appropriate prevocational and vocational
preparation opportunities, and nonacademic and extra curricular activities.

RATIONALE FOR ALUMNI FOLLOW UP STUDY
There has not been any sort of follow up study of the alumni of the California

School for the Deaf, Riverside since it was first established in February of 1953.
Since the school opened in 1953, 2,267 boys and girls have been served over a
period of 24 years. Eight-hundred and forty of these pupils have stayed on to

complete the requirements for graduation. Of serious concern to the school has
been the question, “How well did the school’s program aid these pupils after they
left our school?” To answer this question and others concerning the effectiveness
of the academic and vocational programs a survey of past graduates was planned.
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The administrative staff of the school met to decide how the survey was to be

conducted. It was agreed that a personalinterview would serve the objectives of

this study far better than sending out questionaires to be completed and returned.

Personal interviews would rule out the biasing of the results thatmight be caused

by any misunderstanding regarding the intent of the questions.

To conduct the interviews we asked for volunteers from the staff. Twenty-

five staff members who were skilled in expressive and receptive manual
communication were selected. The 25 volunteers were called together and

inserviced on the intent of each question and the procedures to be followed in

conducting the interviews.

A basic interviews form developed by the Office of Demographic Studies at

Gallaudet College served as the basis for development of a comprehensive

questionaire by the school’s administrative staff. The date set for the interviews

coincided with thesehool’s first planned Alumni Reunion since the opening of the

school in 1953.

Six-hundred former pupils attended the reunion and of that number, we were

able to conduct interview with 270. The information gained from this interview

process and subsequent interviews completed in a follow-up study of employed

deaf graduates and their empldyers in Southern California were the basic source

of information for this study.

The interview form which was used at the reunion was broad in its scope. We
requested information about family status, noted ethnic background, age, sex,

marital status, number of children if any, home address, and dates of attendance

at this school. We asked about further education after graduation and degrees

and certificates earned. One segment of the interview pertained to employment,

how many jobs had been held, how long they had worked at each job, and
assistance that thqischool or Department of Rehabilitation had provided in

obtaining jobs. And finally we asked which of the vocational and academic classes

were the most beneficial and which classes were the least helpful.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

In September of 1977 an advisory committee was appointed to assist in the

development of a questionnaire to be used in a follow-up study of those graduates

who were currently employed and living within a reasonable distance of

Riverside. The committee was comprised of the Dean of Students, High School

Principal, Vocational Principal, Work Experience Coordinator for the Vocational

Department, Work Experience Coordinator for the Deaf Multi-Handicapped
Unit, a Vocational Instructor, a representative from the local office of the State

Rehabilitation Department, and the Assistant Superintendent for Special

Projects.

Sample interview forms were prepared byboth the Vocational Staff and the

Assistant Superintendent for review by the committee. Two forms were agreed

upon, one for the deaf employee and the other for the employer. In addition to the

two interview forms, the committee suggested that a letter be sent out asking

permission to interview the employer at the job site where each of the deaf alumni
was employed. Those who responded formed the basic population for the follow-

up survey study. Copies of the interview forms may be found in the appendix of

this report.
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SUBJECTS

For the purpose of this study the school was interested in interviewing alumni
who were graduates. Of the 600 who came to the reunion, we were able to

interview 270. The interview forms were sent to the Office of Demographic
Studies at Gallaudet College for data processing. In the following charts the

results of the computer printouts are presented showing the frequency and
percentage of response for each question.

1 The following chart shows how many pupils have graduated from CSDR and
the number of pupils in each class from 1956 through 1977. Included in this chart
are the number from each class interviewed for this study.

Number in each graduating class:

Percent
Year Male Female Frequency Interviewed Total

1956 6 6 5 41% 12

1957 9 9 11 61% 00t-H

1958 7 8 11 73% 15

1959 10 11 9 43% 21

1960 5 10 4 27% 15

1961 15 9 5 21% 24

1962 26 15 18 44% 41

1963 29 31 22 37% 60

1964 20 7 14 51% 27

1965 23 19 17 40% 42

1966 34 25 20 34% 59

1967 16 8 13 54% 24

1968 21 24 12 27% 45

1969 22 21 8 19%- 43

1970 21 25 13 28% 46

1971 38 19 18 32% 57

1972 15 18 15 45% 33

1973 21 25 13 28% 46

1974 26 25 17 37% 46

1975 30 17 8 17% 47

1976 29 20 9 18% 49

1977 36 29 8 12% 65



The ethnic breakdown of the 270 alumni interviewed is shown below to

indicate how many former pupils of minority races were included in this study.

SEX OF ALUMNI INTERVIEWED

Absolute

Sex Frequency Percent

]y[ale 132 49%

Tt
1pm a Ip ,

138 51%

Ethnic Group

White 246 91%

"RlfjpV 4 2%

Oripnt.a.l 3 1%

Hispanic

American Indian

13

1

5%
.4%

Other 2 1%

Blank i .4%

In checking the school records, there have been 840 pupils graduated from

this school program since 1956. Four hundred and fifty-nine were boys and 381

were girls. In the above chart the distribution by sex shows a larger percentage of

the 270 interviewed to be female. The total admissions to this school since 1953 to

June of 1977 were 2,267 and in that group 1,273 were boys and 994 were girls.

Alumni Study Based on 270 Interviews —

Year Finished at CSDR:

Category Label Frequency Percent

1956 5 2%

1 9fV7 11 4%

1958 11 4%

1959 9 3%

1960 4 2%

1961 5 2%

1962 18 7%

1 QfiS 22 8%

1964 14 5%

1965 17 6%

1 Qfifi 20 7%

1967 13 5%

1968 12 4%

1969 8 3%

1970 13 5%

1971 18 7%

1972 15 6%

1973 13 4%

1974 17 6%

1975 8 3%

1976 9 3%

1977 8 3%

Average Mean is 4.5% or Frequency Average — 12%.
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Our next area of interest dealt with the family structure.

Marital Status Frequency Percent

Never Married 77 29%

Married 171 63%

Widowed 1 .4%

Separated or Divorced 20 7%

Blank 1 .4%

Hearing Status of Spouse:

Category Frequency Percent

Normal Hearing 16 6%

Hearing Impaired 169 63%

**Not Applicable 77 29%

Blank 8 3%

**Not applicable refers to answers which were judged inappropriate to the question

asked and could not be categorized for the computer.

The question was asked to see where our deaf were in terms of their social

structure. Sixteen or six percent married hearing spouses while 169 or 63%
married within the deaf community. Seventy-seven gave inappropriate answers

to this question. Eight left this blank.

Did Spouse attend CSDR?

Category Frequency Percent

Yes
No
Not Applicable

Blank

110 41%
74 27%
77 29%
9 3%

The rationale behind this question was to investigate the question, “Whom do

the deaf marry?” “Do they seek a spouse within the deaf community?” The results

indicate that the deaf tend to seek out other deaf for their social structure. Forty-

one percent married school sweethearts while 27% said they didn’t. Thirty

percent either left the question blank or gave an answer which did not apply.

Investigating the family structure further we asked for the number of

children per family. The following chart illustrates this.
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Number of Children per Family:

Category Frequency Percent

None 40 15%
One Child 53 20%
Two Children 61 23%
Three Children 15 6%
Four Children 14 5%
Five Children 3 1%
Six Children 2 1%
Not Applicable 77 29%
Blank 5 2%

Again, we had approximately 30% who gave inappropriate answers or left

this blank, however, we found that the majority had one or two children.

The group under investigation was all hearing impaired persons so that in

looking at the family structure we wanted to know how many of the children had
hearing impairments.

The Number of Hearing Children:

Category Frequency Percent

None 54 20%
One Child... 53 20%
Two Children 50 19%
Three Children 15 6%
Four Children 12 4%
Five Children 2 1%
Six Children 2 1%
Not Applicable 77 29%
Blank 5 2%

The Number of Hearing Impaired Children:

Category Frequency Percent

None— * 165 61%
One Child 14 5%
Two Children 7 3%
Three Children 1 .4%

Four Children 1 ,4%
Not Applicable. 77 29%
Blank... , 5 2%

In looking at the 270 graduates we found that only 24 indicated that they had
had children born with impairments. One hundred and sixty-five said that they
didn’t have any hearing impaired children. This represented 61% of the group
interviewed. Approximately 30% of the group interviewed failed to give
responses which would be applicable to the question. It would seem then that the
group interviewed was basically adventitiously deaf (61%) as opposed to eight
percent who said they had hearing impaired children.
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The age span of this group of 270 former graduates covered 22 years. Birth
dates ranged from 1935 to 1959. The majority of those interviewed were born
between 1942 and 1952. No one year exceeded eight percent of the total group.

Year of Birth:

Year Frequency Percent Year Frequency Percent

1935 3 1% 1948 8 3%
1936 4 1% 1949 15 6%
1937 7 1% 1950 15 6%
1938 6 2% 1951 9 3%
1939 6 2% 1952 20 7%
1940 4 1% 1953 15 6%
1941 8 3% 1954 15 6%
1942 17 6% 1955 14 5%
1943 21 8% 1956 12 4%
1944 15 6% 1957 6 2%
1945 12 4% 1958 7 3%
1946 16 6% 1959 1 .3%

1947 15 6%

Additional Post Secondary Schools Attended

Of the 270 alumni that were interviewed 174 attended an additional school or

college. Eighty-five said that they did not, while 11 left this response blank. For
those who attended additional schools or colleges, we asked them to enter the
name of the school.

Category Frequency Percent

Gallaudet College 62 23%
Riverside City College 43 16%
Golden West College * . .) 20 7%
National Tech. Inst, for the Deaf 7 3%
Valley Vocational Adult School • • • • 4 2%
El Camino College 2 .07%

Cal. State Univ., Northridge 1 .04%

L.A., Pierce College 1 .04%

Pasadena City College 1 .04%

San Diego Comm. College 1 .04%

M.T.I. Bus. College 1 .04%

LA. Trade School 1 .04%

R:T.I. Bus. College . . 1 1 .04%

Santa Rosa Jr. College 1 .04%

Long Beach Bus. College 1 .04%

LaVerne College 1 .04%

Other Colleges 10 4%
Not Applicable * 85 32%
Blank 10 4%
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Year Attended Post Secondary Schools:

Year Frequency Percent Year Frequency Percent

1956 1 .04% 1967 9 3%
1957 3 1% 1968 5 2%

1958 1 .04% 1969 6 2%
1959 3 1% 1970 10 4%
1960 2 1% 1971 15 6%
1961 3 1% 1972 17 6%
1962 7 3% 1973 11 4%
1963 11 4% 1974 13 5%
1964 8 3% 1975 7 3%
1965 12 4% 1976 11 4%
1966 14 5% 1977 1 .04%

Not applicable 85 or 32%

Blank 15 or 7%

Degree Earned:

Category Frequency Percent

Certificate - 16 6%
22 8%

B.A. or B.S. 27 10%

Attending School 17 6%
Not Applicable 92 34%

Blank 95 35%

Mark Sultan

Class of 1971

Employed, by Bourns
Occupation:

Machine Operator,

Machine Shop,

Instrument

Division

Length of

Employment: 5Vt

years

Job Placement was provided by The Department of Rehabilitation,
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Name of Second Post Secondary School:

Category Frequency Percent

Gallaudet College — 5 2%
Cal. State Univ., Northridge 15 6%
El Camino College 2 1%

Golden West College 5 2%
L.A. Pierce College 3 1%
Pasadena City College 2 1%
Riverside City College . , 9 3%
San Diego Comm. College 5 2%
L.A. Tech. College 3 1%
Nat. Tech. Inst for the Deaf 3 1%
All Other College Programs 20 7%
Not Applcable or Left Blank 196 73%

Degrees Earned at Second College:

Category Frequency Percent

Certificate 7 3%
A.A. Degree . ; 7 3%
B.S. or B.A. Degree 4 2%
M.A. Degree 11 4%
Attending * 13 5%
Not Applicable or Left Blank 227 84%

In looking at the number of graduates who, having completed high school,

went, on to a post secondary college program, we find that 60% of all our past

graduates did go to some college program. Twenty-four per cent have earned
certificates, A.A. degrees, B.A. or B.S. degrees. Seventeen or six percent are still

attending a program .

For those who attended a second college program, the numbers drop off fast.

Cal State University, Northridge with 15 or six percent is the only significant

figure in the group. Seventy-three per cent of the group did not return to any
college program a second time. Thirteen or five percent are still in a program.
Degrees earned at the second additional school are impressive; eleven M.A. or.

M.S. degrees, four B.A. or B.S. degrees, seven A.A. degrees, and seven

certificates.

Seven of the group have attended a third college program and six are still in a
program. The degrees earned are three masters, one A.A. degree and three

certificates. Ninety-five per cent did not continue additional schooling a third

time.

In the next set of questions, the school wanted to. collect information

regarding employment after leaving CSDR. Of the 270 interviewed 223 or 83%

said they were employed. Sixteen per cent said no, and three or one percent left

this question blank. The following chart shows the number and percentage of

graduates in the different categories of employment.
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Category Frequency Percent

Sales 1 .04%

Professional 35 13%

Clerical . ., 35 13%

Blue Collar 65 24%
Service 15 6%
Manager and Administration . . 3 1%
Farmer . .

.

1 .04%

Not able to classify 109 40%
Blank 6 2%

How Did You Get Your Job?

Category Frequency Percent

CSDR 7 3%
V.R. (Vocational Rehab.) 32 12%

Parents and Friends 72 27%
College Placement. 13 5%
State Employment Service 10 4%
Myself 79 29%
Not. Applicable . * 56 20%
Blank , 1 .04%

Of the 270 asked this question, 151 or 56% said they found their jobs either by
themselves or through the efforts of family and friends. Next came V.R. services

with 32 or 12% getting jobs through its efforts. State employment services

accounted for four percent of the group and college placement for five percent.

As in previous question, some of the responses would not compute, sothat we
have 56 answers which could not be categorized or grouped.

Vocational Rehabilitation Services

Tried to Get V.R. Services:

Category Frequency Percent

Yes 180 67%
No • • • • 88 33%
Blank . • • • 2 1%

Received V.R. Services:

Category Frequency Percent

Yes 157 58%
No.... 19 7%
Not Applicable 88 33%
Blank . . . . 6 2%
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V.R. — On the Job Training:

Category Frequency Percent

Not Checked 159 59%
Checked 23 9%
Not Applicable 88 33%

V.R. — Received Vocational Training:

Category Frequency Percent

Not Checked 157 58%
Checked 25 9%
Not Applicable 88 33%

V.R. — Job Placement:

Category Frequency Percent

Not Checked 140 52%
Checked 42 16%
Not Applicable 88 33%

Questions dealing with Vocational Rehabilitation Services gave us the data
shown in the above charts. One hundred-eighty graduates out of 270 applied for
assistance. One hundred-fifty-seven received assistance in one form or another.
Of that, 23 received on-the-job training and 25 said they had received vocational
training. Forty-two said they had received some assistance in their job
placement.

Our next area of interest dealt with S.S.I. (Supplemental Security Income).
Fifty-four or 20% are receiving financial aid now. Seventy-four said that they had
received S.S.I. at one time. Seventy-three percent of all those interviewed
indicated that they had not ever received S.S.I. benefits or that they were not
receiving it now.

; Wages or Salary

[

The next section of this interview form dealt with income and other sources of

|

money.
i

!

I

Category Frequency Percent

Under $5,000 55 20%
$5,000 to $9,999 58 22%
$10,000 to $14,999 50 19%
$15,000 to $19,999 28 10%
$20,000 and Over 5 2%
Blank 74 27%
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Receive Other Money:

Category Frequency Percent

Yes 78 29%

No 165 61%

Blank 27 10%

Other Sources of Money or Income:

Category Frequency Percent

S.S.I 17 6%
Spouse 33 12%
Disability 6

Unemployment 3 1%

Alimony 5 2%

A.D.C 3 1%

Scholarship 1 -04%

Other 15 6%

Not Applicable 183 68%

Blank 4 2%

Three-fourths or about 75% of the group interviewed indicated that they do

not have a secondary source of money. Again, the responses made by 68% of the

group were meaningless and the programer was unable to list them in a proper

category. Thirty-one percent of the total group earn $10,000.00 or more a year

with two percent earning $20,000 or more. Twenty percent earn less that $5,000

per year and this figure corresponds with the 20% who are currently receiving

S.S.I. To further complete a graphic picture of our deaf alumni, we requested

information on the type of dwelling they lived in.

Type of Dwelling:

Category Frequency Percent

Dormitory
Single-Family Home
Apartment
Other
Blank

8 3%
173 64%
71 26%
15 6%
3 1%

Buying or Renting:

Category Frequency Percent

Buying 105 39%
Renting 121 45%
Blank 44 16%
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To summarize the above, the average deaf alumni that we interviewed is

married, the spouse is hearing impaired, they have two children with normal
hearing, they live in a single dwelling home which they are renting, and they earn
between $5,000 and $15,000 a year. The type of work they do is primarily in four

areas, professional, clerical, blue collar, and service with blue collar jobs having
the highest percentage of 24%. In the next area of questions, we wanted to know
what the alumni thought of the education they received here at CSDR. The
questions were:

Did CSDR Prepare You:

(a) for further education:

Category Frequency Percent

Yes 190 70%
No 65 24%
Blank 15 6%

(b) to get a job?

Category Frequency Percent

Yes 139 52%
No 114 42%
Blank 17 6%

(c) to get along “in the Outside World”?

Category Frequency Percent

Yes ..

No...
Blank

184 68%
67 25%
19 7%

Which academic classes at CSDR were most helpful to you?

First Choice:

Category Frequency Percent

English

Reading

Math
Science

Social Studies

History

Other

Blank

95 35%
26 10%
72 27%
6 2%
3 3%
7 3%
6 2%

55 20%
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The three most beneficial subject areas were English, Math and Reading in
that order.

Second Choice:

Category Frequency Percent

English 55 20%
Reading 41 15%
Math 43 16%
Science 8 3%
Speech 2%
Social Studies 6 2%
P.E 2 1%
History 12 4%
Other 2 1%
Blank 97 36%

Third Choice:

Category Frequency Percent

English 14 5%
Reading 24 9%
Math 23 9%
Science 6 2%
Speech 3 1%
Social Studies 9 3%
P.E 3 1%
History 7 3%
Other 4 2%
Blank 177 66%

In comparing the three charts, it is obvious that English, Reading and Math
remain the most beneficial subjects to the deaf. Only 42% responded to a third
most important choice of subjects.

In analyzing the academic program we also were interested in learning from
the alumni which of the subjects they felt benefitted them the least.

Least Beneficial, First Choice:

Category Frequency Percent

English

Reading
Math
Science

Speech

Social Studies

P.E
History

Other

Blank

10 4%
20 7%
26 10%
36 13%
6 2%
14 5%
1 .04%

12 4%
2 1%

143 53%
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The Least helpful subjects as reported were Science, then Math and third,

Reading.

The response to Least Beneficial Second Choice was as follows. Note the drop
off in response 46% to 14%.

Least Beneficial, Second Choice:

Category Frequency Percent

English

Reading
Math
Science ......

Speech .

.

Social Studies

P.E. ,

History

Other .'.

Blank

4

1

4

9

2

7

3

5

2

233

2%
.04%

2%
3%
1%
3%
1%
2%
1%

86%

__
In the third choice of least beneficial only four responded and they listed

English, Math and Science. In the fourth choice only two responded and they
listed History and Math. It would seem from the various responses that our
subject areas of Reading, Math, and Science need to be evaluated. From the
standpoint of the alumni, these three subjects helped them the least in their
preparation for economic stability. A different way of stating this would be to say
that they needed a lot more in these subject areas to prepare them for the work-
world.

Along with the academic preparation they received at CSDR, we asked the
alumni to rate the vocational classes as to most helpful, second most helpful, third
and fourth helpful. We also wanted to know if their vocational preparation was
related to their current employment.

Job Related to Vocational Training?

Category Frequency Percent

Yes 98 36%
No..... 139 52%
Blank. 33 12%

Only 98 or 36% of the alumni interviewed are currently working in an area
that they had prepared for here at CSDR.

Vocational Training Most Helpful:

Category Frequency Percent

Woodworking.. 19 7%
Baking 9 3%
Sewing 23 9%
Art. 15 6%
Typing 40 15%
Metal 10 4%
Electrical ..... :

. 11 4%
Other.. 102 39%
Blank 42 15%
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In the above chart 102 responses refer to “Other”. No explanation was given
to explain or describe what “Other” inferred. An additional 41 left this blank so

that the responses important to us, only reflect 46% of the group.

Vocational Classes Second Most Helpful:

Category Frequency Percent

Woodworking 20 7%
Baking 3 1%
Sewing 15 6%
Art 9 3%
Typing 11 4%
Metal 7 3%
Electrical 6 2%
Driver Education 2 1%
Other 44 16%
Blank 153 57%

Vocational Classes, Third Most Helpful:

Category Frequency Percent

Woodworking 3 1%
Sewing 6 2%
Art 8 3%
Metal 3 1%
Electrical 3 1%
Other 20 7%
Blank 227 84%

All of the responses to the different categories fall off rapidly from the first
selection to the third. Those areas most beneficial were woodworking, sewing,
and typing.

In response to the question pertaining to the least helpful only 18% of the
group gave answers relative to this question. Eighty two percent either left it

blank or gave an inappropriate answer. For those that did name a vocational
subject they felt was of little value, sewing and typing headed the list at four
percent each.

Those interviewed were asked to name a second least helpful vocational class
they had while at CSDR. Less than 10% responded to this request. Again, sewing
two percent and typing two percent were listed.

There was only one response to naming a third least helpful vocational
subject and none for a fourth.

One interesting aspect of this question was the fact that graphic arts, letter-
press and off-set printing was not mentioned by any of the alumni in either a
positive or negative manner.

Each of the alumni interviewed were asked to list, according to their need,
their first, second, and third courses that they felt they need now after having
been away from CSDR since their graduation. The rationale for this question was
the simple fact, who would know better than the alumni themselves.

16



Academic Courses Needed Now — First Choice: •/:

Category Frequency Percent

English ....
"

• 105 : -39% •

Reading . . . ... 19 '. ..••7%:

Math — . . . ; . . 22 .

• s%
Speech... Vd.w . . .2 ;

. , .1%

Social Studies : .04%

History '

...... i :o4%

Other ..I; 'is • -
.

..

" 7%
Blank :

. 102 .38%

As in a previous set of questions where we asked what academic subjects

were most beneficial, the above chart reinforces the fact that classes in English,

Reading and Math are, on a continuing basis, important to the hearing im-

paired. -

. r
Academic Classes Needed Now, Second Choice:

,

Category Frequency Percent

20 .7%
44 16%

13 ' 5%
1 • • .04%

3. 1%'.

16 6%
173 64%

In the third choice of academic classes needed now, Math received the only

significant number (five percent) of respones. Two hundred and thirty-eight ot

the 270 interviewed left this blank. .

Vocational classes needed now gave the following data. Sixteen alumni said

they could use more typing. This represented six percent of the group. Twenty-
one percent listed something other than vocational classes, 62% left this Manx.
Ninety-two percent left the second choice blank, and 97% left the third choice

blank.

In the next set of questions our objective was to find out what additional

classes did the alumni feel we needed as part of the high school curriculum. The
following charts reflect the suggestions made for additional classes.

First Suggestion:

Category Frequency Percent

English

Reading
Math .

.

. Science

History

Other .

.

Blank .

.

Art Appreciation

Sociology ....-

Foreign Language
Career Development
Marriage and Family Living

Political Science

Psychology

Blank

1 .04%

2 1%
11 4%
6 2%
1 .04%

3 1%
11 4%

235 87%
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Second Suggestion:

Category Frequency Percent

Sociology 3

Career Development 6

Marriage and Family Living 3

Psychology 3

Blank 255

1%
2%
1%
1%

95%

Suggestions for new or additional classes in the Vocational Department gave
us the following information.

Vocational Class Suggestions, First:

Category Frequency Percent

Electronics 6 2%
Computer Science 22 8%
Auto Mechanics 10 4%
Accounting 3 1%
Photography 4 1%
Commercial Art 2 1%
Blank 223 83%

Second Suggestion, Vocational Classes:

Category Frequency Percent

Computer Science 8 3%
Auto Mechanics 3 1%
Blank 259 96%

Ninety-nine percent left a third suggestion blank. From the alumni point ot

view, CSDR should add to its Vocational curriculum, computer sciences and auto
mechanics.

The response by the alumni to provide us with suggested additional classes

for the Vocational Department represented, at best, only eight percent of the total

for any one subject. Changes are, indeed, indicated but this interviewer would not
suggest any changes until after a vocational needs assessment has been
conducted.

To round out the picture, the alumni were asked how they felt about their

total educational experience. They were, in effect, asked to rate the school.

Category Frequency Percent

Excellent 94 35%
Good 140 52%
Fair 31 12%
Poor 5 2%
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The majority (52%) said that they felt the school was good. An additional 35%
said it was excellent. Such a positive response would indicate that the school has,
in fact, met its basic objectives of providing an educational program designed to

meet the needs of the deaf.

One last question concerning the importance of school and graduation dealt
with the importance of a high school diploma. Did they feel it was important to

earn a diploma? The data for this is shown below.

Category Frequency Percent

Yes 216 80%
No 44 16%
Blank 10 4%

Communication is the major handicap of deafness. To live and work in

today’s society a person must have some means available to communicate. The
following questions give us some insight on how the deaf communicate.

On the Job:

Category Frequency Percent

Speech and Speechreading 37 14%
Sign Language 11 4%
Speech and Sign Language 19 7%
Paper and Pencil 52 19%
Speech and Paper and Pencil 49 18%
Sign Language and Paper and Pencil 23 9%
All Methods: 44 16%

With Parents:

Category Frequency Percent

Speech and Speechreading 99 37%
Sign Language 48 18%
Speech and Sign Langauge 48 18%
Paper and Pencil 13 5%
Speech, Paper and Pencil 18 7%
Sign Language, Paper and Pencil 18 7%
All Methods 25 9%

With Friends:

Category Frequency Percent

Speech and Speechreading 16 6%
Sign Language 72 27%
Speech and Sign Language 52 19%
Paper and Pencil 10 4%
Speech, Paper and Pencil 7 3%
Sign Language, Paper and Pencil 38 14%
All three methods 64 24%
Blank 11 4%
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With Spouse:

Category Frequency Percent

Speech and Speechreading . ... ...........,.. n 4%
Sigh Language .. * ... v':;-.' ... . .

.

135 50%

Speech and Sign Language > *.;... ....

,

... 32 12%

Paper and Pencil . . . . . , . .. . 3 i%
Sign Language, Paper and Pencil ... •

. 4
'

2%
AH three methods , . .... .... . . . . .... ..... . . . .

.

4 2%
Blank . . , . . . . . ; .Y v. .

•,

:

. V. . . . . . . . , . ... ....

,

Communication with Children:

,,,. 81 .
30%

Category//;-:--' ,
jV

:

Frequency Percent

Speech and Speechreadihg : . ; , : . . .... . . ....

.

... 14 5%'

Sign Language ... . . ; L . . ... . . .

.

35 13%
Speech arid Sign Language , . .... ...... . . ;

.

93 34%
Paper and Pencil V . . . . ...w i . . . .... ........... 2 1%
All three methods ..... . .

*'
: 9 3%

Blank . . . ..... . . . . . . . ... ... ...

Communication with General Public:

117 43%

Category Frequency Percent

Speech and Speechreading . . . . . . . .

.

Sign Language . . . . .... . ........ . .

.

Speech and Sign Language ... . ... . . . .

.

Paper and Pencil

Speech and Paper and Pencil

Sign Language, Paper and Pencil

All three methods.. .

Blank , . . . .. .... . . .. . , . ... . ... ..........

34 13%
7 3%
6 2%

99 87%
67 25%
12 4%
34 13%
11 4%

In the preceding charts on communication the results were predictable.

When the deaf communicate on the job, they seldom rely on speechreading or any
manual communication. The combination of speechreading and paper and pencil

is reported as being the most dependable means of dealing with specific

information.

In communicating with their parents, 37% said they used speech and
speechreading. Only five percent said they used paper and pencil, 18% said they

used sign language and another 18% said they used speech and sign language,

while still another group used combinations of the above. This would indicate a

need for the school to direct some of its efforts in developing better avenues ot

communication between pupils and their parents.

Communication with friends presents a completely different picture. Those

who were interviewed indicated that they use combinations of sign language,

speech and sign language, sign language and paper and pencil, or combinations ot

all three methods.

Communication with spouse — communication between husband and wife is

carried on through sign language and speechreading. This accounts for 62% of

the group. Thirty percent left it blank and four percent rely on speech and
speechreading.
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Communication with their children is done primarily through speech and
sign language. This accounts for 47% of the group. Forty-three percent left this

blank. Five percent use speech and speechreading with their children.

Communication with the general public. Again, we have a predictable

response. Paper and pencil is used the most (37%), speech and paper and pencil is

second (25%) and speech and speechreading is third with 13%. Manual
communication is seldom used outside of the deaf community.

Do You Have a TTY?

Category Frequency Percent

Yes 93 34%
No 174 61%
Blank 4 2%

As a matter of interest we asked how many had a TTY in their home. More
than one half or 61% said no. The initial cost of the teletype machine and
phonetype are still more than most deaf families wish to spend.

And finally, we asked the alumni if the residence hall counselors had in any
way prepared them for the “Outside World”. Sixty-four percent of those
interviewed said that they received a great deal of help from the counselors in

preparing them for the “Outside World”.

Dormitory Counselor’s Help/Preparation for Outside World:

Category Frequency Percent

Yes 172 64%
No 76 28%
Blank 22 8%

Kathryn Janet

Delehant

Class of 1967

Employed by Bank of

America, River-

side, Main Office

Occupation:

Note Teller

Length of Employ-
ment: 1 years

Job Placement was provided by The Department of Rehabilitation.
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PART II- SURVEY OF PAST GRADUATES

In this portion of the study CSDR was interested in finding out what the
relationships were between the deaf employees and their employers.

A follow-up study was designed as a part of the Alumni survey. The results of

this study are discussed on the following pages. This interviewer was able to meet
with 20% of the 270 alumni for follow-up interviews as well as 42 different

employers.

PROCEDURES FOR THE FOLLOW-UP STUDY

In the process of making this follow-up study meet the objectives the school

had set up, several problems had to be resolved.

The first objective was to define the group to be interviewed. This objective

was met by corresponding with all of the alumni in Southern California who lived

no further than a two hour drive from Riverside. Those who responded and
granted permission for a follow-up interview with them and their employers
resolved this first objective.

Of the 73 who responded, 54 met the criteria which had been set" up for this

study. They had to be a graduate of the California School for the Deaf, Riverside,

currently employed, and living within a reasonable driving distance from this

school.

The next problem was the logistics of scheduling interviews with employers
and employees at a time convenient to them and also to the interviewer so that
several interviews could be completed during each trip. To resolve this the 54
alumni were divided into groups based on their geographic locations. This
information was plotted on area maps of Southern California resulting in well
defined groups. A typical trip would be something like the following.

The area map of San Diego showed that there were five employers to be
interviewed. Each employer was contacted by letter requesting time for a 30
minute interview. The time for each interview was arranged so that no employer
had to wait and this interviewer had time to travel between each appointment.
This procedure was used throughout the follow-up study.

The third objective was to devise interview forms which provided specific

information from both the employer and the employee. This objective was met
through the efforts of the Advisory Committee. Several interview forms were
reviewed before a final selection was made.

The final objective was to tally all of the data collected from both the
employer forms and the employee forms so that it could be presented in this

report. Two note books were prepared, one for the employer responses and the
other for the employee responses. Each question was given a full page or more to

record the answers. In the majority of questions, the person completing the
interview form was given a choice of answers and needed only to check the
appropriate box.
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SUMMARY OF INFORMATION GATHERED IN INTERVIEWS OF
EMPLOYEES IN FOLLOW-UP STUDY

In the follow-up interviews of graduates, 73 responded to requests for an
interview. Of the 73, 19 were either in school, maintaining a home, or
unemployed. The remainder, 54, currently employed, were interviewed,
providing the following information. In answer to the question of whether they
had trained at California School for the Deaf for the position in which they were
presently employed, 44 said no. Ten said that the training they received in our
Vocational Department was beneficial and that they were using the skills they
learned here in their present employment. Nine said that they could not find
employment in the area for which they had prepared themselves while 22 said
that they had developed new interests. Another two said they did not like the
occupation for which they were prepared and 11 more said that they liked the
vocation they had studied in school but had never planned to follow that trade.
Other reasons for not following through with the basic training they received here
were low wages, lack of available jobs for which they were trained, and jobs
available in unrelated fields.

FOLLOW-UP STUDY PROFILE OF GRADUATE STUDENTS
Number Contacted 270
Number of Responses 73
Number Not Included *19

Number Used for this Part of Study 54

*The 19 represents housewives, unemployed, and two graduates who refused to be a
part of the study.

TRAINED AT CALIFORNIA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
FOR PRESENT OCCUPATION

Frequency Percent

Yes 10 19%
No 44 81%
Jobs not available in area of preparation 9 17%
Developed new interest 22 41%
Disliked school training 2 4%
Liked school training, but did not follow-up 11 20%
Better pay 5 9%
Other reasons 5 9%

We were interested in how long each of the graduates interviewed had been in

their present job. Seven had been in their present job 10 years or more, 18 said
that they had been in their present job five years or more but less than 10.

Eighteen said that they had been in their present job less than five years but more
than two, while the remainder said they had been working at their present job for
less than two years. In response to the question of how many jobs they had prior to

their present employment six said that this was their first job, 13 said they had
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had one other job, 13 said they had had two other jobs, six indicated that they had
had three other jobs, six said four jobs, four said five jobs, and seven said that they

had more than five jobs.

DURATION OF PRESENT EMPLOYMENT

Frequency Percent

Ten years or more 7 13%

Five years or more but less than 10 . 18 33%

Two years or more but less than five 18 33%

Less than two years 11 20%

Number of Previous Jobs:

Frequency Percent

First job

One other job

Two other jobs

Three other jobs

Four other jobs

Five other jobs.,

More than five other jobs

6

13

13

6

6

4

6

11%
24%
24%
11%
11%
7%
11%

The following describes the current work status of those interviewed. Forty-

four work full time or 35 hours or more a week. Five indicated that they only

work part-time or less than 35 hours per week. One is self-employed and one is out

of work but is looking for employment. Nine said that they were not employed
and that they are not looking for any kind of employment.

Present Work Status:
Frequency Percent

Work 35 hours or more per week 44

Work less than 35 hours per week 5

Self-employed 1

Unemployed but looking for work 1

Unemployed and not seeking work* 9

*This reflects in part, housewives and students.

81%
9%
2%
2%
17%

In describing the problems they had with their first full time job, nine had
trouble adjusting to working a full day. Two said that they had trouble learning

how to work with others while 12 said that they didn’t know enough about thejob.

Twelve said that they had communication problems and another four said that

they didn’t know what was expected of them when they started their employment.
Fourteen others stated that for a variety of reasons they had trouble with their

first job. They were not accepted by their peers, lacked experience, and didn’t

expect that they would have to start at the bottom.
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What Part of Your First Full-Time Job Were You Not Prepared for?

Frequency Percent

Adjusting to a full work day 9

Working with others 2

Math related work 2

Information related to the job 12

Communication Problems 12

Expectations of the Boss 4

Other Reasons . *14

*This reflects in more than one category.

17%
4%
4%

22%
22%
7%
26%

In response to the question, “How do you like working for this company?”, 39

said that they liked their employment, 13 said that the work was “OK” and two

said that they were not very happy with their jobs.

How Do You Like Working for this Company?

Frequency Percent

Very Well —
O.K
Not Very Well

39

13

2

72%
24%
4%

In the next section we were interested in learning how the deaf handled
communication with the people they work for and with the people they work with.

In response to the question, “Do you have problems communicating with the other

employees?”, 40 said that they did not have any problems while six said that they

did.. The remaining eight said that they only had problems with certain

individuals.

Do You Have Problems Communicating with Employees?

Frequency Percent

Yes 6 11%

No .' 40 74%
Some Individuals 8 15%

The basic form of communication was a combination of paper and pencil, and
speech and speech reading. Only 14 or 26% said that they used any manual
communication. We found that there was a high percentage of the hearing
employees that could use, to a limited degree, the manual alphabet and some signs

in their communication with the deaf employee.
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Do Any Hearing Employees Use Signs or Fingerspelling?

Frequency Percent

Yes 33 61%
No IS 24%
Some 8 15%

In the next series of questions the school was interested in evaluating the
effectiveness of its vocational program. The basic question was, “Did the
Vocational Training at California School for the Deaf help you learn about the
following?”

Job Interviews:

Twelve said that the vocational program did in fact help them in applying for
their jobs. Forty-two said that this was one of the things they felt was needed in

the vocational program because they were not prepared for that first job
interview.

Frequency Percent

Helped
Did not help

12 22%
42 78%

Obtaining a job:

Sixteen said that our program had helped them while 38 said it had not.

Frequency Percent

Helped 16 30%
Did not help 38 70%

Working With Other People:

Thirty-eight said that our program in the Vocational Department did help
them when it came to working with other people. Sixteen said that they did not
feel that the program helped them in this regard.

Frequency Percent

Helped 38 72%
Did not help 16 28%

Good Work Habits:

Forty-seven said that they did learn good work habits while attending our
Vocational program, seven said they had not learned good work habits here at this
school.

Frequency Percent

Helped
Did not help

26

47

7

87%
13%



Good Safety Habits:

Forty-five said that they had learned good safety habits in our Vocational

program, five said they had not, and four other did not respond to this question.

Frequency Percent

45 83%
5 9%
4 9%

Helped

Did not help

Left Blank .

.

Did You Participate in California School for the Deafs
Work Experience Program?

Four said that they had been in the Work Experience Program while fifty

said that they had not. The majority of those that said they had not been in the

program had graduated from this school before the Work Experience Program
came into being.

Frequency Percent

In Program ....

Not in Program
4 9%
50 91%

In the next set of questions the school was interested in finding out how the

deaf felt about their present working conditions. We asked them to rate the

following:

Working Conditions:

Forty-eight liked their working environment, four thought it was fair, and
two said that their situation was poor.

Frequency Percent

Good 48 87%

Fair 4 7%
Poor 2 6%

How Do You Rate Your Salary?

Thirty-eight indicated that they thought they were getting good wages,

fourteen said that their wages were fair while one respondent stated that he was
underpaid.

Frequency Percent

Good
Fair

Poor

27

38

14

1

72%
26%
2%



Employees were asked how they felt they were doing in their jobs. Forty-two
of the group said that they felt that they were doing well in their jobs. Eleven
thought they were doing OK, and one thought he was doing poorly. This
interviewer talked with the supervisor of the one who thought he was doing so
poorly. The supervisor was not aware of this problem and indicated that she
would give this person more reinforcement on the job.

How Well Are You Doing On The Job?

Frequency Percent

Very Well 42 78%
O.K 11 20%
Poorly 1 2%

Opportunity is a big motivation in any job so the question of promotions was
raised. Ten of those interviewed said that they had received promotions while 44
said that they had not. Pay raises were not considered promotions by 31 in the
group. Forty-one of the 54 interviewed had received one or more pay raise during
the period of their employment.

Have You Had Any Promotions?

Frequency Percent

Yes 10 19%
No 44 81%

In the next question we were interested in finding out what the deaf thought
about their jobs in degrees of difficulty. We asked the question, “How much skill

is required in your job?” Thirty-seven of the group said that their job required a
lot of skill, seventeen said it only took some skill, and one said that no skill was
required in his job.

Skill Required for the Job

Frequency Percent

A lot of skill 37 69%
Some skill 17 31%
No skills 1 1%

And finally each was asked, “Do you like your job?” Thirty-one said that they
liked their work very much, 21 said they liked their work some, and two said not
at all. Fifty indicated that they got along well with their supervisors and four
said, “Not too well”. Forty-eight indicated that they got along well with their co-
workers, five said, “Not very well” and one said, “Not at all”.

Do You Like Your Job?

Frequency Percent

Very Much
Some
Not at All

31

21

2

57%
39%
4%



How Well Do You Get Along with Your Supervisor?

Frequency Percent

50
'

- 89%
•4 '

,
• 9%

How Well Do You Get Along with Your Co-Workers? . ^

Frequency Percent

Well .....

.

;'%8
:

8.7%

Not Too Well . . . . : : . . . % -j 9%
Not At All Y '.

- ;
V 2%

At the end of the interview each of the employees was asked the question, “If

you could go back to school what would you take?” All responses were recorded so

that any one interview might show several categories. More, than 50% of those

interviewed indicated that they would take more classes in communication skills

such as language, writing, and grammar. Only one person said that he would like

to have more speech training. Seven said that they would like to have more
training in life experiences such as social skills, job interviews, budget,

completing applications for jobs, filling out contracts, and agreements to

purchase items.
:

In addition to life skills, several other areas were noted such as math, history,

printing, commercial art, drafting, and photography. About 25% of the group
said that they would like to take courses in computer science.

The following are some quotes taken from the interview forms of the
employees.

I would like to find out first my interests and then follow them.

. I would to lern more communicate other people and I would like to learn

English and Math.

I would like to get some more skills and English better.

I would like to become a computer programmer.

I would like to take more courses to complete BA degree and also to take

teaching courses in Auto Mechanics and Photography.

I would like to take an accounting or how to run the computer.

I would like to have a good career.

Shorthand, don’t let deafness prevent them form learning this, it could be
useful if working with a deaf lawyer.

One interesting observation is the fact that only one of our former graduates
who was interviewed indicated a need or desire for more speech training.

As a point of interest, in the initial interview of the graduates at the alumni
meeting, 26 of the 270 were from minority groups. In my follow-up study which
included these same 26, only one minority person responded to my request for an
interview with his boss.

Well

Not Very Well
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SUMMARY OF INFORMATION GATHERED IN INTERVIEWS OF
EMPLOYERS IN FOLLOW-UP STUDY

In this section of the follow-up study I have brought together the various
responses of employers who have given me the necessary time for an interview. In
all, I was able to contact 50 places of employment. Forty-two completed and
returned to me their interview forms while eight because of their busy schedule
asked for additional time. None of the eight have responded to date; so for the
purpose of this study, I am using a total of 42 employer interviews. The 42
interviews represent 24 different types of employment. Teaching tops the list of
occupations, then come machinist, and key punch operator is third. The number
54 represents the number of our graduates in these jobs, however, this was a small
sample of a much greater number of alumni employed who were not included in
this study. The interview forms reflected in addition to our 54 graduates, an
additional 177 deaf persons in their employ who had graduated from other school
programs.

REASONS FOR EMPLOYING THE DEAF
In response to the following questions, the employer was asked to give his

reason or reasons for hiring the deaf.

Frequency Percent

Appropriate prior work experience 18 43%
Academic or Vocational Training ...

.

18 43%
Previous experience with the deaf 14 33%
Company policy to hire the handicapped . 16 38%
Personal convictions 11 26%
Other reasons, please specify

In three of the interviews there were close family connections which gave the
deaf person the needed opportunity to prove that he or she could “do the job.” In
11 of the cases, the deaf person made enough of an impression that the employer
thought that he/she could do the job. Another employer felt that they had better
concentration than hearing persons because they were not distracted by sounds.

In the shops where there was a lot of heavy machinery and moving parts that
could be dangerous, the deaf have proved to be good productive workers without
causing any safety hazards.

Employers were asked to rate the deaf as compared to the non-deaf on the
following performance items:

More than non-deaf Same as Less than
Category Freq. Percent Freq. Percent Freq. Percent

Ability 6 14% 34 81% 2 5%
Accuracy 6 14% 29 69% 7 17%
Appearance 3 7% 39 93% 0 00%
Attendance 7 17% 33 79% 2 5%
Attitude 12 29% 28 67% 2 5%
Care of tools 7 17% 34 81% 1 2%
Dependability 14 33% 28 67% 0 00%
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Follows directions 4 10% 36 86% 2 5%
Follows rules of company . .

.

3 7% 36 86% 3 7%
Job stability 11 27% 31 74% 0 00%
Maintains production 7 17% 35 83% 0 00%
Punctuality 6 14% 36 86% 0 00%
Works independently 11 27% 27 64% 4 10%

Included in the interview form for the deaf employee was a series of questions

pertaining to communication by the deaf with their employers and co-workers.

This section has to do with how the hearing employer or supervisor communicates
with the deaf. Ninety-one percent of the employers use pad and pencil in

combination with speech and speechreading. Ninety-three percent of the co-

workers use the same methods, although more are inclined to learn and use both
finger spelling and the language of signs.

How Do You Communicate With the Deaf?

Frequency Percent

Pad and Pencil 20 48%
Lipreading and Speech 18 43%
Sign Language 6 14%
All of the Above 15 36%

How Do Hearing Employees Communicate With the Deaf?

Frequency Percent

Pad and Pencil 19 45%
Lipreading and Speech 20 48%
Sign Language 14 33%
All of the Above 10 30%
Other 0

In this follow-up survey of employers working with the deaf, we asked for

suggestions that would not only benefit the deaf but would also help us to improve
our school program in meeting their educational needs. The following are some
composite recommendations of the many individual suggestions provided.

Stress good attitudes toward work, never use the handicap of deafness as an
excuse for lack of performance. Good attendance and punctuality are critical to

the needs of the employer. Time is money and when the employee is not on the job
or is late it costs the company. Speech and speechreading are a valuable means of
communication. Not all supervisors have, nor will they take, the time to learn to

sign although most of them are willing to meet the deaf halfway.

In the vocational trades, more time should be spent on basic skills such as
reading a tape measure, use of tools, reading prints and directions. It is

important to know how to maintain and care for machinery as well as using it

properly. Try to provide entry level skills in realistic situations. We need to"build
more confidence and independent thinking skills as well as making decisions in

job related work. Students need shop theory and they need to know what it is that
is expected of them. Perhaps most important of all is the need for the deaf to ask
questions if they don’t understand. Errors also cost the company money. One
machinist supervisor said that his greatest problem with the deaf person in his

shop was that this person was forever trying to prove that he was better than any
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of the others who were working there. As a result, his woi .e was not of the best
quality. When he was able to slow the man down, the quality of his work
improved and he is now one of the top machinists in the shop.

One last comment dwelt on having more than one deaf person working in the
same area. The sad truth is that the deaf can’t talk and work with their hands at
same time whereas the hearing people around them can. This seems unfair but
that is the way it is. It is important for the deaf to understand that they are hired
to help the company and in doing so they help themselves.

PROMOTIONS
The final question of the interview form asked the employer if the deaf have

the same opportunities for promotion as the rest of the staff. Below is a tally of the
responses and also some comments which deal with this question.

Frequency Percent

Yes ... . . . ... ... ... . . . . . . ;.... 35 89%
No .......... 7 m

COMMENTS

Leadpersons need to hear.

Yes, within limited areas where communication would not be required

with customers.

Due to communication Droblem, I doubt if they could do very well in a
supervisory capacity unless it were witn all deaf.

Depending upon basic skills, yes.

No, hearing is essential.

We do not have promotional opportunities in this area of work.

Yes, except where communication is a major requirement.

No comment.

EDUCATIONAL COMMENTS
Each of the employers was asked the question of what would they suggest in

the way of programming that would help improve our educational program.
Twenty-two of the employers made comments regarding their deaf employee but
had little to suggest to the school that wasn’t already a part of the program. The
general consensus was that all of the employers were pleased with the training

and ability of their deaf employees, that they had received a good academic
background, had good work habits, and took pride in their work. Some
suggestions were made in the area of orientation on how to apply for a job, fill out
application forms, and how to conduct themselves during oral interview. One
employer suggested that we develop a strong counselling program that would
help the deaf handle their personal problems so that they didn’t bring them .to

work.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In the process of collecting data for this survey report, the interviewer has
had the opportunity of meeting with both the deaf employee and that person’s

employer. In having this opportunity, the interviewer feels that the information

contained in this survey report truly reflects the social and economic position the

deaf hold in our society.
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This survey has provided in part, basic information relative to the deaf which

has been collected for the purpose of evaluating the educational program
presented at CSDR.

Out of a possible 840 former graduates invited to attend our first reunion, 600
attended and from that group we were able to interview 270 former pupils for this

study. Based on the responses recorded in the interviews, the average deaf person

is married, the spouse is hearing impaired. They have two children with normal

hearing. With 27% not responding, 31% of those who did said they earned between

$5,000 and $20,000 and of that group 29% earned $10,000 or more. They live in a

single dwelling home they are renting.

Of the 270 alumni interviewed, 60% went into post secondary programs after

graduation. Thirty percent of this group have earned or are in the process of

earning certificates, A.A., B.A., or B.S. degrees. Three have earned master’s

degrees.

In the area of employment, 83% are employed. Of that group, 24% have blue

collar jobs, thirteen percent have clerical or professional jobs, six percent provide

a service and one percent are in managerial or administrative positions. A point

of interest is that of those employed, 56% indicated that they found their own jobs

or had help from family or friends.

Much has been said about the deaf receiving Supplemental Security Income
(S.S.I.). This report shows that S.S.I. has been a great help to those in need.

Twenty percent of those interviewed earn less than $5,000 per year. This 20%
receive S.S.I. now. Seventy-three percent ofthose interviewed indicated that they

had never received S.S.I. benefits or that they were not receiving any now. It

would seem that those in need have applied for S.S.I. while the majority, not

having such a need, have never applied for it.

The school, interested in evaluating its educational program, asked its

graduates to list what they considered the most beneficial subjects they had in

school. They named: English, Reading, and Math. By the same token, when
respondents were asked to list the subjects they considered least beneficial they

were again: English, Reading and Math. It is interesting to note that generally

those who did not respond to the question concerning the most beneficial subjects

did respond to the question concerning subjects they considered least beneficial

and vice versa. One possible interpretation ofthese responses is that some alumni
felt that they should have more work in these areas because this is where they are

weak. Given the opportunity for more schooling, the majority indicated English
would be their first choice.

In the area of Vocational training, 52% said that they were not working at a
job they had prepared for at CSDR. Tbe most beneficial Vocational courses were
listed as: typing, sewing, and woodworking.

The question eliciting information on the least beneficial vocational classes

received very little response. Eighty-two percent left it blank. For those that'did

name a Vocational subject they felt was of little value, sewing and typing headed
the list at four percent each.

As in the academic subjects, those who gave negative responses for typing
and sewing failed to progress in these areas at a rate comparable to their peers.

Only four percent in each of these subjects reporting is not significant

In reviewing the suggestions for additional classes in the High School, (with
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13% responding) four percent wanted a foreign language, four percent wanted
psychology, two percent career development;, and one percent specified political

science and sociology.

Additional subjects suggested for the Vocational Department (17% reporting)
indicated a desire for computer science (eight percent), auto mechanics
(four percent), electronics (two percent) and accounting, photograhy and commer-
cial art (each one percent).

The majority of the pupi; „ who have graduated (87%) rate this school good to
excellent. Such a positive response indicates that the school has met its objectives
in providing an educational program designed to meet the needs of its students.

Some final bits of information relative to the deaf are the following:

High School diplomas are considered important by the alumni.

Communication on the job and with the general public is carried out
through pencil and paper supplemented with speech by former students.

Communication with friends, spouse and parents is generally in speech
and sign language.

Sixty-one percent of the alumni do not own a TTY for their home.

In the tollow up study of Alumni currently employed, the findings and
feelings were basically the same as for the total group. Of the 42 employers
interviewed, none expressed any negative feelings about the deaf in their employ.
Communication between the deaf employee and the supervisor was good and
did not present any problems.

Suggestions for improvement in obtaining emloyment centered around job
interviews and completing applications for employment.

In tabulating the responses of the alumni in this follow up study, 81% said
that they were currently working in jobs they had not prepared for at CSDR.
Forty-one percent stated they had developed new interests and another 20% said
they liked the vocational subjects they had studied at CSDR but did not follow
through in those areas.

Sixty percent of the deaf employees stated that they have held their present
job two years or more which would indicate a certain degree of stability. Eighty-
one percent work full time. Their greatest problems have been in communication,
information relative to the job, and adjusting to a full work day. The deaf like
their employment, with 96% responding “O.K.” to “very well” to this question.

Two things stand out in these findings, the first is that our alumni have had to

find their own jobs (56%) Vocational Rehabilitation services have accounted for
job placement for only 12%. The second item is that 78% of the group interviewed
said that the educational program at CSDR did not help them prepare for their

job interview. They indicated that they needed more experience in filling out job
applications and more guidance in how to express themselves in an oral interview.

It would seem then that this school, based on what its alumni are saying,
needs to provide more learning experiences in language, reading, and math
which will expand the students’ concepts to match those of the society in which
they live and work.
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The school needs to provide vocational training which approximates entry
level skills in the various trades it teaches. It should also provide work programs
comparable to actual work conditions which would include learning how to

complete applications and what to do in
.
oral interviews. And finally, the

administration should take a good look at what is being offered and assess the
value of each subject in terms of what the needs are in the community. Fifty-two
percent of those who were interviewed are in trades not provided here at CSPR.

Richard Smith, class of 197U- Employed by the State of California,

School for the Deaf, Riverside. Occupation: Groundskeeper.

Job placement was provided by The Department of Rehabilitation.
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tYMM STATE OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

LESLIE MINKOM

an* webbtre t nwwin AM IATANT •UWtlMTCNOCMT «T MfSUC
iNsmuerioN and enter, otyiimi or

SflCIAl BOUCATMN

BARRY GRIPPING, E*.D.

AMWTAHT •UPKRINTtNOCMT Of RUSUC
INSTRUCTION AND ASSISTANT BIRKCTO*.

omet or srcciAL education

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
3044 HORACE STREET

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92506
TELEPHONE 714 BBB-BI40

ROBERT K. LENNAN. EO.D.

BurMIHTSNDCNT

JAMEG A. HOXIE
EUGENE LUTEB ASSISTANT SUWWNTENOSNT
SUS1WWS MANAMA SKOAL MWCCTS

Date:

Deer .

CEDR needs your help. Last 3uno when you came to tha Alumni mooting,
ua asked you to eneuar some queetiona. I naed to aek you some mote
questions and I would like to interview the people or company that
you work for,

I have sent you two forme, one is a letter of permission and the other
is a card. I would like you to sign the letter form and fill out
tha card and return them both to me in the envelope I have included.

The letter form la a permission alip which will allow ma to interview
the company or peraon that you work for, I will aak them questions
about your work and also questions about you. All of this information
will be very important to me and the study I am making about all of
you who have graduated from C5DR. The information will be kBpt secret
end when I write the report no names will be used for any reason.

The purpose of tha etudy ia to collect information from you which
will help ue develop a batter program for the deaf here at CSDR.

Please sign the authorization (permission slip) letter, fill out the
information card and return them to me.

Thank you.

JeJhea A. Hoxia
\jftjrBistant Superintendent
Special Projects

JAHsam
Enclosures
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AUTHORIZATION TO CONFER till TH EMPLOYER

0

This le to certify that I do hereby voluntarily authorize
-•'wig G.

of the California School for the Deaf, Riverside to confer with my employer.

Name of employer

This authorization ia for the purpose of obtaining accurate and detailed

information pertaining to all aspects of the work performed by me in the

course of my employment, such information to be used for a study being

conducted by the school.

I fully understand this document and give this authorization in

condideration of the assurance that all information obtained will be held in

Btrict confidence.

Signed

Home Address

Date
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WILSON RILES
SUPERINTENDENT OP PUBLIC INSTRUCTION STATE OF CALIFORNIA

AND DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

BARRY GRIPPING. Ed.D.

ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OP PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION AND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR.

OFFICE OP SPECIAL EDUCATION

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
3044 HORACE STREET

RIVERSIDE. CALIFORNIA 92506
TELEPHONE 714 683-B140

ROBERT K. LENNAN. Ed.D.

SUPERINTENDENT

JAMES A. HOXIE
EUGENE LUTES ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT

BU.SINESS MANAGE?! SPECIAL PROJECTS

LAWRENOE E. NEWMAN
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT

FOR INSTRUCTION

LESLIE BRINEGAR
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OP PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION AND CHIEF. DIVISION OP

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Re:

To Whom It May Concern:

At the present time I am conducting a survey to determine the
degree of success of each of our former graduates. I have
interviewed a great number of those who currently reside in
Southern California, and have requested that they grant me
permission to interview their employers.

I would like about 30 minutes of your time to complete the
enclosed form and return it to me.

I am interested in learning from you, the employer, how you
rate the deaf as employees. I would also be interested in
your views on hoiw ws could improve or revise our school program
to better fit the needs of the deaf.

X would appreciate your cooperation in this matter. We feel
this survey will be helpful to us in evaluating the effective-
ness of our educational program.

Sincerely,

Cl .

/James A. Hoxie
V Assistant Superintendent

Special Projects

JHA:bp
Enclosure
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INTERVIEW fORM fOR MB EMPLOYEE

Name or isnployee ,
Maiden Name

Name of Company Address

ZIP

What is your job?

Why did you pick this work? __
Did you train for this kind of work in tne Vocational Department at CSDR when you

were In school?

If - not
,
explain the chainge

:

,

Could not find a job

___ Developed new interest

^ Disliked occupation for which trained

_____ Never planned to follow that occupation

_ This work pays better

7 Other reason, if any

How long have you had this job? . .

How many other jobs have you had since you left CSDR?

Which of the following describes your present work status:

____ Self-employed
Work full time (over 35 hours a week)

~

Work part time (less than 35 hours a week)

Not employed, looking for work

_ _ Not employed, not looking for work

What part of your first full-time job were you not prepared for:

_
Had trouble adjusting to working a full day

Had trouble learning to work with other workers

^ Had trouble with math related to work
. Did not know enough about the job

Had communication problem
'

Did not know what my- boss expected of me

Other

CSDR
10/77
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Page 2

How do you like working for this company?

Do you have any problems communicating with the other employees?

How do you communicate?
_____

Do any of the hearing employees use signs or finger spelling?

Did the vocational training you received at CSDR help you learn about the following:

Yes No

Job Interviews-

Obtaining a job
Working with other people
Good work habits _ __
Good safety habits

' *

Did you participate in CSDR‘s work experience program? . If yes, what was
your job? _____

How do you rate your present working conditions? Good Pair Poor

How do you rate your salary (wages)? Good Pair Poor

How are you doing at this job? Very well O.K. Not very well

Have you had any promotions?

Have you had any pay raises?

How much skill does it take to do your job? A lot of skill ______
Some skill _____
No skill

Do you like this job? Very much Some Not much Not at all

How do you get along with your supervisor (employer) (foreman)? Well
Not too well
Badly

"

How do you get along with your co-workers? Well Not very well Badly

If you could go back to school, what would you like to take?

Please explain:
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CALIFORNIA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF, RIVERSIDE

Interview Form s Employer

Name of
.
Company __

Address

:

Street Number ___________________
City __ Zip

Person being interviewed __________
Position

General type of work under supervision:

Standard Industrial Classification Code No. _____
How many deaf persons do you employ? _______
Reasons for employing the deaf (check all that apply):

a. Appropriate prior work experience
b. Academic or vocational training ___
c. Previous experience with the deaf
d. Company policy to hire the handicapped
e. Personal convictions
f. Other (Please specify): ___

Entry level skills

Based on your knowledge and experience of deaf employees, rate the entry
level skills of deaf employees in the following categories (use percentages):

Deaf job applicants have:

a. Sufficient skills to begin as productive employees
b. Good skills, but require general orientation _____
c. Some skills, but require additional training _____
d* Few skills and require extensive training

Total 100^
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Interview Form; Employer Page 2

Job performance rating

As compared to nondeaf employees, rate the deaf employees on the following

performance Items (check one for each Item):
More than About the Less than

Performance item nondeaf MW

8

nonsjfiflf.

a* Ability
b. Accuracy
c* Appearance
d. Attendance ~ OT*.
e* Attitude
f. Care of tools, equipment
g* Dependability
h. Follows directions -OT-
i. Follows rules of company

Job stability WOT
k. Maintains production schedule _
1. Punctuality
m* Works independently --- _

How do you communicate with your deaf employees?

a* Pad and pencil
b* Lipreading and speech„
c* Sign language _
d« All of the above _
e- Other

How do the hearing employees communicate with the deaf?

a* Pad and pencil
be Lipreading and speech_
c. Sign language
d. All of the above

e. Other

From your experience in working with the deaf, what can you tell us about

them that would help us to improve our program in meeting their educational

needs? - - -

Do your deaf employees have the same opportunities for promotion as the rest

of the staff?



CALIFORNIA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

Alumni Survey — 1977

Al PERSONAL 4 FAMILY INFORMATION

11 ] Hm>:
(Last) fHrst) (JOT) (HaW

(2)

Present Address:

(Number) (Street)
”

(Sta'ttl (Zip Code']'1CTW

(3)

Birth Dete: / /
(ttentKT THyT TTearT

(4)

Sex: Nile Female

Hispanic

American Indian

Other (Please specify)

(7) Narltal Status:

Never Nirrled Widowed

Harried Separated or Divorced

(B) If married. Is Cor was) your husband/wlfe:

Normal Hearing Hearing Impaired

(S) Ethnic Group:

White

Black

Oriental

(t) Social Security Number:
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Alumni Survey Page 2

(9) If married, did your husband/wife attend CSDR?

Yes No

(10) Number of Children:

.

_
Hearing Deaf or Hard-of-Hearlng

(Number) (Number)

Total Number of Children

B. EDUCATION

(1) When did you enter and finish your education at CSDR?

From to
THonth/Year) IWonth/Year)

(2) Additional Schooling:

(a) Did you attend other schools after leaving CSDR?

Yes No (Proceed to Section C - EMPLOYMENT)

(b) If "Yes," list all other schools attended after you left
CSDR:

1 .

(Name of School ) (City) (State)

(From Mo/Yr to ho/Yr) r degree or Certificate Received)

2 .

3 .

4 .
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Alumni Survey Page 3

C. EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE

(1) Have you ever had a job since you left CSDR?

Yes No (Proceed to Section D - Vocational
Rehabilitation Services.)

(2) If
,l

Yes
u

, list your present job (or most recent job):

Example: B. L. Ml > .

,

Associates Los Angeles, Ca. 4/75 - Present
rm Name) (City & state) (Dates tmpioye

t3) Please list all other major jobs you have had:

(4) How did you get your first job?

CSDR Parents or Friend

VR College Placement

State Employment Service

Myself Other

D. VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SERVICES

(1) Have you ever tried to get VR services?

No (Proceed to Section E - INCOME)

(2) Have you ever received some VR services?



Alumni Survey Page 4

(3) If “Yes", what kind of VR services did you receive?
(Check all that apply.)

on tlie job training

vocational training

college

job placement

other

Medical Yes No

Please list medical services received.

(4) Are you receiving SSI benefits now?

Yes No

Have you ever received SSI benefits?

Yes No

E. INCOME

(1) Please place a check (»0 beside the wages or salary you earned
from your job or business for the past 12 months:

Under $5,000 $10,000 - $14,999

$5,000 - $9,999 $15,000 - $19,999

$20,000 & over
/

(2) Do you receive other money?

Yes No

Sources

:



Alunnl Survey Page 5

F. LIVING ARRANGEMENTS

(1) Who do you live with? (Check all that apply.)

Live Alone Live with Parents
or Guardians

Live with Husband/Wife
(and/or children) Other

(Please specify.)
Live with Friend
or Friends .

(2) Do you live In a/an

Apartment Single- Family Home

Dormitory Other (Please specify.)

(3) Are you buying your own home or do you pay rent?

buy1 ng rentlng

G. EVALUATION OF EDUCATION RECEIVED AT CSDR

(1) Did CSDR prepare you:

Yes No

A. for further education?

B. to get a job?

C. to get along "In the outside world”?

(2) Which academic classes at CSDR were most helpful to you?

1. 3.

2. 4.

(3) Which academic classes at CSDR were least helpful to you?

1. 3.

2. 4. ,

(4) Is the work you do related to the vocational training you received at
CSDR?

Yes No
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Alumni Survey Page 6

(5) Which vocational classes at CSDR were most helpful to you?

1. 3.

2 * 4 .

(6)

“ Which vocational classes at CSDR were least helpful to you?

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

(7)

What courses do you feel you need now?

Academic

1 . 1 .

2 . 2 .

3. ________________ 3.

Vocational

(8) What new high school courses would you like to see offered at CSDR?

Academic Vocational

!• 1 .

2 . ; 2 .

3. 3. ,

4. 4.

(9) Do you feel that your education at CSDR was:

Excellent . Fair

Good Poor

(10)

Is a high school diploma Important to you now?

Yes No
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Alumni Survey Page 7

H. COMMUNICATION

(1) How do you communicate

Speech/ Paper
Speech- Sign Language/ and
reading Fingerspelling Pencil

on the job?

with your parents?

with your friends?

with your spouse?

with your children?

with the general public?

(2) Do you have a TTY? Yes No

I. DORMITORY LIFE

(1) What did you like best about dormitory life when you were a

student at CSDR?

(2) What did you dislike most about dormitory life when you were a

student at CSDR?

(3)

Did your dormitory counselors help you prepare for the "outside
world?"

Yes No
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